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SPACE-LIKE COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS OF 
AN INDEFINITE COMPLEX SPACE FORM

Yong-Soo Pyo

Abstract. The puipose of this papei is to study the Chern-type 

pi oblem of the complete space-like submanifolds of an indefinite com

plex space form.

1. Introduction

The theory of indefinite complex submanifolds of an indefinite com
plex space form is one of the most interesting topics in differential 
geometry and it is investigated by many geometers from the various 
different points of view. See [2], [3], [7] and [8] for examples

Let M be an n-dimensional space-like complex submanifold of an 
(n + p)-dimensional indefinite Kahler manifold of index 2p We de
note by Q') the holomorphic bisectional curvature of Mf for any 
holomorphic planes P and Qf. In particular, the holomorphic bisec
tional curvature H‘(P,Q、) for any two space-like holomorphic planes 
Pf and Q' is said to be space-hke and that for any space-like holomor
phic plane Pl and any time-like holomorphic plane Qf is said time-like. 
We call it simply a space-like or time-hke holomorphic bisection al cur
vature. Then the authors in [5] proved the following
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THEOREM A. Let M be an 2)-dimenswnal complete space-hke 
complex hypersurface of an (n +1)-dimensional indefinite Kahler man
ifold Mf of index 2. If the ambient space is locally symmetric and if 
it has non-negative space-hke holomorphic btsectwnal curvatures and 
non-positive time-hke holomorphic bisectional curvatures, then M is 
totally geodesic.

The Chern-type problem in the space-like Kahler geometry is as 
follows;

PROBLEM. Let M be an n-dimensional complete space-hke complex 
submanifold of an (n + p)-dimension al indefinite complex hyperbolic 
space CH；+p(c) of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c of index 
2p(> 0). Then does there exist a constant h m such a way that if it, 
satisfies 九2〉h, then M is totally geodesic where is the squared 
norm of the second fwidamental form a of M.

In [4j, the authors recently treated this problem from the different 
point of view, and they obtained partial solutions under the additional 
conditions. The authors in [7] generalized also recently Theorem A in 
the case where M is a space-like complex submanifold. This is, they 
proved

THEOREM B. Let M be an n-dimensional complete space-like com
plex submanifold of an (n + 2)-dimensional indefinite locally symmetric 
Kahler manifold Mf of index 4. Assume that the normal connection 
of M is proper. If Mf has non-negatwe space-like holomorphic bi- 
sectwnal curvatures and non-positwe tune-hke holomorphic btsectwnal 
curvatures, then M is totally geodesic.

In this paper, we investigate the case where M is a space-like com
plex submanifold of an indefinite locally symmetric Kahler manifold. 
In particular, we research the Chern-type problem of complete space
like complex submanifolds of an indefinite complex space form.

2. Space-like complex submanifolds

This section is concerned with space-like complex submanifolds of 
an indefinite Kahler manifold First of all, the basic formulas for the
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theory of space-like complex submanifolds are prepared. Let be 
an (n + p)-dimensional connected indefinite Kahler manifold of in
dex 2p with the indefinite Kahler structure Let M be an
n-dimensional connected space-like complex submanifold of Mr and let 
g be the induced Kahler metric tensor on M from gf. We can choose 
a local field {Ua} = {C/i, … ,Un+p} of unitary frames on a neigh
borhood of Mf in such a way that restricted to M. C/i, . . , tTn are 
tangent to M and the others are normal to M・ Here and in the sequel, 
the following convention on the range of indices is used throughout this 
paper, unless otherwis은 stated :

A. B. - • = 1, .. , n, n 4-1, .. , n — p :
i, J, * • • — 1. .. , n , w, S ——=n — L , n p

With respect to the frame field {Ua}, let {心} = be its dual
frame■五ekl, "Then-rhe indefinite Kahler metric tensor gr of Mf is given 
by g' — 2 £，注434 where {电} = {q, %}, = 1 and cT = -1.
The canonical forms u)a and the connection forms u)ab of the ambient 
space Mf satisfy the structure equations

E3AB Acjp = 0, (jJAb + = o,
B

(2.1) 03AB +A (jJCB =
c

QaB = ^2 eceD^ABCD^c
C,D

where (resp. R'abcd) denotes the curvature form with respect 
to the frame field {U^} (resp the components of the indefinite Rie- 
mannian curvature tensor R!) of ML Restricting these forms to the 
submajiifold M. we have

(2.2) 刀% = 0,

and the induced Kahler metric tensor g of M is given by g = 2 £二

C* Then {Ug} is a local unitary frame field with respect to the in
duced metric and {叼} is a local dual frame field due to {0}, which 
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consists of complex valued 1-forms of type (1.0) on M. Moreover, 
... , u;n)u)i,.…,d)n are linearly independent, and 糾 are the

canonical forms on M. It follows from (2.2) and Cartaifs lemma that 
the exterior derivatives of (2.2) give rise to

(2.3) g上 z =勺 /罗?1巧,h^3 = h"

The quadratic form a 二二 z „ £勇勺呢(认 ® ® U3 with values in 
the normal bundle NM on M in Mf is called the second fundamental 
form of the submanifold M. From the structure equations for M , the 
structure equations for M are similarly given by

亀J A 3? = 0, 3“ + = 0,

(2-4) ' „ _
&丄3 + 타卜、、— Qzj, Qzj =〉丿 知丸Q化 A

Moreover the following relationships are obtained ;

(2 5) dkO^y +〉: N 3zg = ^>xy, Q工g =〉］ ekf-mR瓦gk行A Qm *

z k,m

where Q耳/ is called the normal curvature form ol M. For the Riemann- 
ian curvature tensors R and R! of M and respectively, it follows 
from (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4) that we have the Gauss equation

x

And by means of (2.1), (2.3) and (2.5), we have

R页ykm = +〉［
7
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The components S盘 of the Ricci tensor S and the scalar curvature r 
of M are given by

S"3 = £公电"-/知 2, 
k

r = 2(£月티出5谯 一 “2),

仆

where h疽=馈2 =二"&以気礎 and h2 = 5宀

In particular, let the ambient space Mf be an (n + p)-dimensional 
indefinite complex space form M^p{c) of constant holomorphic sec
tional curvature c and of index 2p. Then, we get

(2-6)

Rgkj血 = 3 C? 티: (相? Mm + 少话 6?m) —〉/ C 사% J&e%
X

Q
S仍=-(n + l)d% — h建 r = cn(n 1)-板

Next, we calculate the Laplacian, of the squared norm h酝 = 冏2 

of the second fundamental form a on M. The matrix A = (AyT) of 
order p defined by Ayx = $丄 3 h%f島 is a Hermitian one. Since M 
is space-like and the normal space is time-like, it is a positive semi- 
definite Hermitian matrix of order p. Hence its eigenvalues A3 are all 
non-negative real valued functions on M and it can easily be proved 
that

(2.7) £ 爲=TrA = -h2 , /i22 M TrA2 = £ 爲2 之 宀
x ir ”

Since the Laplacian of the squared norm h》of the second fundamental 
form on M is by definition given as

△九2 = -，［((、:晚이 +
"7,/c I \ x / kk
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we have
(2-8)

△如 =이▽이2+2 £ 硃q碍+2 £ B!-Xk-

—8 E电认％磚-2 細“

丄、g、k
—4 £：电岡兄+ 4 £：穢扇W - 4扁-2TrA2.

x,2,j,A: J «, ?,A:

where 扁 = 二 3 h或바岫 and the squared norm |Vo|2 of the covariant 
derivative Va of the second fundamental form a on M is defined by 
I▽에2 = — 5二,弘 十h靈肅 (for details, see [7]).

Lastly, we introduce here a more extended property than the gen
eralized maximum principle due to Omori [9] and Yau [111.

THEOREM 2.1. [7] Let M be a complete Riemanmat) mangold whose 
Ricci curvature is bounded from below and let F be any polynormal of 
one variable f with

F(/) = C0jm 十 Ci/”T+ + Ckfn~k + Ck+1,

where c(), •…,cji are constants such that co > Ck^ 1 and n > 1, 
n — k > 0. If a C2 -function f satisfies A/ M F(/), then we have 
F{sup /)冬 0.

3. Some result유

In this section, let Mf be an (n 十 但)-dimensional indefinite Kahler 
manifold of index 2p with the indefinite Kahler structure (g‘> J') and 
let M be an n(^ 3)-dimensional space-like subcomplex manifold of Mf. 
Assume that Ml is locally symmetric, the normal connection of M is 
proper and it satisfies the following the conditions ;

(*1) The space-like totally real bisectional curvature is bounded from 
below by ai，

(*2) The time-like holomorphic bisectional curvature is bounded 
from above by(12.
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Then Mf is said to satisfy the condition (*) if it satisfies the above 
conditions (*1) and (*2). For a local field {Ea,E\} of orthonormal 
frames on a neighborhood of the manifold ML we have

丑'（球理）=圧（如,成）=京妇吟 侦+人.）,
瑾)==京妇吟成 M 明(j + k), 

H'(E,R) = H = &钦风谯=a2,

where PfB) is the holomorphic bisectional curvature for the holo
morphic plane PfA =

REMARK 3.1. Let Ml be an (n + p)-dimensional indefinite complex 
space form of index 2p and of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature c. Then Mf is locally symmetric and it satisfies the condition 
(*) and we may consider ⑶=(魁=成 if c is non-n.egative and a\ — 
c, <12 = I if c is non-positive

Since the ambient space Mf is locally symmetric and the squared 
norm |Va|2 of the covariant derivative Va of the second fundamental 
form cy is non-positive. the equation (2.8) is estimated as follows (for 
details, see ［이);

△九2 冬—8(tt2^2 —九4 + —九2?) — 27松2九2

2
T------ 5{2(冗 一 l)(n 十 4)ai 一 r^}h2Tl —厶

2 ,
니--------{4(n — 1)(由 + l)ai 一 料)}九2 — 4也 一 27b財%

Tl 一 2

where ")= '二上 鸟谯 Accordingly, since r'Q 之 2n(n 十 l)«i 히id h為 M 
h-4, we obtain by (2.7)

(3 1) △九2冬仇2”&九2,

where the coefficients Aq and A\ are constants given by
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Now, since the totally real bisectional curvature of M is bounded from 
below by a constant, by the assumption that the scalar curvature of 
M is bounded from above, Lemma 3.1 implies that the Ricci curvature 
of M is bounded from below. Remark that the dimensional condition 
n 3 is here used. Let f be the non-negative function defined by —h^ 
Then, by (3.1) we have

(3.2) M co/2 + ci / 十 C2 = co = 一&), ci = & , c2 = 0, 

where F is the polynomial of the variable f with the constant coeffi
cients.

The first assertion of the following theorem is originally proved by 
Aiyama, Kwon and Nakagawa [1]. Here we prove the the theorem in a 
different way.

THEOREM 3.1. Let M1 be an (n + p)-dimensional indefinite complex 
space form of index 2p and let M be an ^-dimensional
complete space-hke complex submanifold of Mf. The following asser
tions hold ;

(1) If then M is totally geodesic,
(2) In the case c < 0, there exists a negative constant h so that if 

h* W h7 then M is totally geodesic,

PROOF, Since the ambient space Mf is of constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature c, it is locally symmetric and it satisfies the con
dition (*) such that ai = a2 = f Furthermore, from 龙4 至 and 
TrA2 M we have directly the following inequality by (2.8).
(3.3)

2
△/ = cof2+cif +C2 = F(f), co = —(n+2p), cx = c(n+2), c2 = 0,

regardless of (3.2). On the other hand, from the norm of

»嬴砥+
X

2
n(n 十 1) 

板 m +，成”jm）力‘2
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we get TrA2 M ^(31)"2% where the equality holds if and only if M is 
a complex space form of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 成 

By (2 8) we have
(3.4)

4
co 二二 -- ----- —(n+2), ci = c(n-r-2), c2 = 0.

n(ri + 1)
Since S3 M 頌(n + 1) by the first equation of (2.6). the Ricci curvature 
of M is bounded from below.

Tn the first assertion, the coefficients satisfy 〉0 = by (3.3) or
(3.4) and deg F = 2、which implies that we can apply Theorem 2.1 to 
the function f and hence we get

F(sup /) = sup f (cosup /十 ci)冬 0.
Accordingly, we have sup 扌 冬 0 because the the function f is non
negative and Ci * 0. Hence f vanishes identically on M, which means 
that M is totally geodesic.

In the second assertion, we have by Theorem 2 1
(3.5) sup / = 0 o호 sup j W —으

~~ Co

because co > 0 and c\ < 0. Hence for a negative constant h such that 
九 V 붕 we suppose that W h,・ Then we get sup f M —h，> — 능- 

which means that sup / — 0 by (3.5). Hence f vanishes identically on 
M. ，

It completes the proof.

Remark 3.2. For the complex coordinate system in
C?서」let M = M(b「) be the complex hypersurface in given by the 
equation

= W(句+砺*)2, 3* = 3—n
3

for any complex number bg such that \b3\ = 1. Then it has been 
shown in [3] and [10] that M is a family of complete indefinite complex 
hypersurfaces of index 2s, which are Ricci flat and not flat Thus we 
see <4 = 0. but it is not totally geodesic This means that in Theorem 
3.1 the condition that M is space-like is essential.
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REMARK 3.3. A complex quadratic Qn is a complete space-like 
complex hypersurface in a complex hyperbolic space CffP+1 (c) and 
it is Einstein. The scalar curvature r satisfies r = cn2 and & — 萼n、 
Then we see co = *(力 + 2) and ci =：c(n 十 2) in (3.3). Thus the esti
mation of theorem 3.1(2) shows that according to (3.3) for a negative 
constant 力, < 욶 = 誹、if 加 W h・ then M is totally geodesic.

REMARK 3.4. A complex hyperbolic space CHn(^) is a complete 
space-like complex submanifold in CH^+p(<c) and it is not totally geo
desic. The scalar curvature r satisfies r = 如枷+1) and = jn(n+l). 
Then we see co = n(y^_^(n+2) and ci = c(n十2) in (3.4). Hence the es
timation of Theorem 3.1(2) shows that according to (3.4) for a negative 
constant 九 v 뷚 = + 1). if h. then M is totally geodesic.
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